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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Alfonso has contributed to the dictionary with 9 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abrase
Open up or Open : Word used by some people in any region of Colombia . Open up : Word used to tell another person
to leave the place soon. Open up : Leave the place so that they are not captured by the police or just to leave a certain
place.

cascar
Cascar : hit or hit someone, word used in Bogota and some regions of Colombia.

chucha
Chucha : Name given to the female genital organ, words used on the Caribbean coast, such as Barranquilla .

otra expresion en colombia de pelao, es quedarse sin dinero, expresión de la costa caribe de colomb
Pelao : No money to payPelao : Person with the shaved headPelao : You tell the child, when you call him , example :
Hey pelaíto , come here and do me a favor .

peinilla
Comb : Word used in some regions of Colombia, such as medellin, to refer to the machete

picó
It spiked : When a person is fishing and manages to catch a big fish, using fishing rod with a pick with some meat.

preñá
Preñá : It is said when a woman is pregnant, a word used in some regions of the Caribbean coast of Colombia.

reversazo
Drive back a car or vehicle, a word used in Colombia.

serenar
Serenar : It is said of small raindrops falling, word used on the Caribbean coast of Colombia


